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 Sociolinguistics has long found that inherent social characteristics (region, age, sex, and 
socioeconomic status) correlate with (and perhaps explain) linguistic variation. But what about 
variation when external factors are held constant? Rural Newfoundland speech communities are 
regionally, ethnically, and socioeconomically homogeneous, but can be linguistically diverse. 
Consider interdental stopping ([., ð] > [t, d]; e.g., this > dis), a salient and widespread feature of 
traditional NL English. Generally, stopped forms are favoured by older speakers and men 
(Clarke 1997, Van Herk et al. 2007, Williamson & Cardoso 2009), but age and sex differences 
do not account for all observed variation. Van Herk et al. (2007) found some younger men 
patterned like women, in both linguistic behaviour and in their social aspiration – they oriented 
toward post-secondary education and nonlocal jobs, which require leaving rural NL. 
Meanwhile, young men orienting toward traditional rural life maintained higher rates of 
stopping (cf. also Chambers 2003, Labov 1963).  
 Our study investigates the role of social aspiration by examining interdental stopping 
among twelve adolescents in New-Wes-Valley, a rural NL community. Informants share social 
characteristics and speech community, but differ in sex and aspiration. Preliminary multivariate 
analysis (N=526) indicates that sex exerts a significant effect only with . (males favour, range = 
48), while aspiration significantly affects both . and ð. Locally-aspiring participants stop 
interdentals significantly more often than those with nonlocal aspirations (.: range = 57, ð: 
range = 71). The most striking example is a pair of fraternal twins (who obviously share social 
characteristics), one university-bound, the other locally-aspiring. The locally-aspiring twin has 
85% ð-stopping; the nonlocally-aspiring twin, only 25%. These findings demonstrate the 
importance of social aspiration in explaining linguistic diversity in communities undergoing 
social change.  
 


